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COURSE INFORMATION
Number of students in a typical 
class: 20-30
Age of students (range): late teens to 
early 20s
Gender (percentage): 
50% male, 50% female
Level: Students have to achieve a certain
level of English on their high school 
exams to enter diploma courses
Class time: Once a week for two hours

COURSE OBJECTIVES
•Teach practical English skills for the 
   workplace.
•Language proficiency is very important 
   for students’ future opportunities and 
   success.

ENGLISHCENTRAL FACTS
EC teacher since  Dec. 2009
332 students in 4 classes
Time on task =  137.8 hours
Student lines spoken: 79,234

WHY I STARTED USING ENGLISHCENTRAL

HOW ENGLISHCENTRAL IS USED 

THE RESULTS OF USING ENGLISHCENTRAL

“The appeal of EnglishCentral is straightforward. Outside of class, 
from the comfort of their homes, my students can really immerse 
themselves in all of the language skills at the same time.” 

 “The speech recognition functions that 
enable my students to record themselves 
and then compare with a native speaker, 
and to slow down, repeat, and pinpoint 

problems are just remarkable. 
It really is an all in one package.”

englishcentral.com/academic  

I found EnglishCentral by accident while looking for a way for students to upload dialogues. One reason was we had a 
toastmaster’s team and were looking for possible ways for students to submit voice recordings and get some feedback. 
I had a play around with the innovatve functions and was an instant fan. 
Immediately I saw EnglishCentral could achieve a myriad of objectives 
for my students.

At our institute we try to give our students the confidence and ability to hit 
the ground running when they begin their professional careers or enter 
degree programs. Because I only see my students once a week for two 
hours, the challenge for me is how to keep them actively using, learning, 
retaining, and improving their English for the other six days of the week. 
With EnglishCentral they can study in an organized manner where I can set their tasks, see what they are learning, 
and later on, when they are struggling, see how they are improving.

Another of my teaching goals is to try to get students to effectively forget they are learning. I think EnglishCentral does 
this naturally. Though I assign specific homework, students will often Watch, Learn, and Speak video clips that  interest 
them and then recommend them to their classmates. They don’t see it as an arduous chore that needs to be 
completed as part of their study routine.

Aside from using it as a supplementary tool, I was fortunate enough to trial EnglishCentral one semester as a part of the curriculum for a required independent 
learning option. The students completed over double their assigned speaking quota and triple their viewing quota with a 100% participation rate.

I find EnglishCentral is uniquely matched to my students’courses and learning outcomes. We do a lot of presentations, meetings, and interview skills, which are all 
available in abundance on EnglishCentral. The students here are very tech savvy so are comfortable using the computer to practice their pronunciation or just watch, 
read, click and absorb. I have had many positive comments from my students and the participation numbers speak for themselves. Positive comments have 
included they like it because it’s interactive and they feel they are tangibly improving each time. One student posted she was addicted to EnglishCentral on 
Facebook; this was followed by many ‘likes’. I have never seen that kind of response to homework before.

The big discovery for me has been the attraction to EnglishCentral for shy or struggling students. The students who are of limited ability, or too introverted or 
anxious to participate much in class gravitate towards EnglishCentral as an alternative way for them to improve their capacity and increase confidence without 
feeling self-conscious. This is great for their personal development as well as 
preparing them for assessments that require some presentation skills or public 
speaking. In fact, many students who are borderline failing and have a speaking 
test coming up will often Watch, Learn, and Speak ten to twenty videos a night the 
week before the test!

I set minimal goals for the students. I select videos relevant to their course and add them to their class channel. Usually they are just required to watch a few videos a 
week, however as long as they log in I find they will take the initiative and do more than their quota. It’s a mixed bag when they choose their own videos, but this past 
year anything Steve Jobs and pop star related have been the favorite topics for them. Hong Kong kids love their gadgets so Steve Jobs has a big following here.

For the first five minutes of class we check EnglishCentral. Depending on the curriculum I’ve set each week, I reward the top three students in each class with a small 
snack; individual packs of wasabi peas are the favorite! There is a bit of a game show feel when we do this and some jeering for those who have done the most and for 
those who have done no homework. It makes it more entertaining and is a gentle reminder for those who forgot that week. I have found students need to be reminded 
in class weekly. If they see their name up there, then they hit it for the next week. Previously I would send out the scores on an excel file once a month, but those 
emails just didn’t have the same motivating force.

Another added benefit is sometimes my students are focused on upcoming writing assessments for months at a time, to the detriment to their speaking and 
pronunciation skills. By assigning EnglishCentral as regular homework, it ensures they are actively involved in retaining and building on their abilities.

Recently I have been using the class announcement window to let them know of exam details, locations, class changes and homework reminders. It’s a helpful 
feature and can be used in a fun way to entice a student into doing their work or wishing a student good luck on a test or birthday.

A Homework Solution That Works

Want to use EnglishCentral at
your school or organization?
We offer Academic discounts. Simply contact
us and we’ll get you started.


